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PROJECT: REPLACEMENT OF OLD WOODEN SKIRTING BOARDS

When Deborah Weatherhead wanted to spruce up her 

1990s 3-bedroom home in Sutton-in-Ashfield she chose to 

replace the tired and worn timber skirting boards with the 

smart, low maintenance alternative: the Roomline range 

of PVC-U skirting and architrave from Eurocell – the UK’s 

leading manufacturer of PVC-U building components.

“I was attracted to Roomline because it’s a contemporary 

product that modernises the whole house, it’s good value 

and it’s easy to clean,” she says. “You also have the benefit 

of not having to buy paint and keep decorating.”

Deborah opted for the contemporary looking white satin 

chamfered profile in 100mm but she could also have 

selected the more traditional looking 150mm ogee or 150mm 

chamfered profile or chosen the English Oak colouring. 

“No-one would know it 
was anything other than 
wood because of the 
woodgrain effect in it.”

Deborah Weatherhead
Homeowner
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“I’m really pleased with it, it looks like a natural product 

– no-one would know it was anything other than wood 

because of the woodgrain effect in it,” she comments.

Using Roomline products cuts out the sanding, cutting and 

painting that timber skirting boards and architraves need – 

together with mitring joints at each corner – and so takes half 

the time to fit compared to conventional timber products.

“It was so easy to fit, it took minimal time 

and effort,” Deborah says.

Made from entirely recycled PVC-U for minimal environmental 

impact, Roomline skirting boards and architraves feature a 

scratch-resistant laminated finish and a webbed structure to 

resist impact. As a result Roomline always looks smart and 

never needs decorating – just a quick wipe with Eurocell cream 

cleaner keeps skirting and architraves looking bright and fresh.

You can see the results and what Deborah’s 

home looks like now in this video on the Eurocell 

website: www.eurocell.co.uk/roomline.


